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When I started in my Medical Aesthetics Career 1980s, we had Retin-A and Glycolic
Acid and that was about it. Today I am almost overwhelmed at the amount new products
that promise to “turn back the hands of time”. With 8000 new beauty products introduced into the market each year, I really want to help you put your hard earned money
into products that are medically proven to reverse damage that has been done thru
environmental stressors such as UV light, air pollution, ozone, and cigarette smoke. With
almost 17 years experience and thousands of clients, I believe I am qualiﬁed to give you
valuable advice when it comes to managing the health and integrity of your skin. It really
is a passion of mine to have all of my clients with absolutely radiant skin.
More news: My friend Teresa Cadwallader, owner of Image Perfect Laser is working in
our facility again! It is so good to have her back! We have a comprehensive age management program that we are very excited about using the IPL FotoFacial in conjunction with
some very exciting new peels and outstanding medical grade skin care products.
I hope you ﬁnd this newsletter helpful.
Have a wonderful Holiday Season!

Cyndi Allcott

Founder, Transformation
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Your permanent beauty secret!
Join with the thousands
of women who enjoy the
beauty and ease of waking
up with perfectly applied
Eyeliner, Lip color and
Eyebrows! Permanent Make-Up is a revolutionary
method of applying micro insertions of natural pigments into the dermal layer of the skin. This state of
the art technique is medically proven and speciﬁcally

designed to be completely safe. I have been a MakeUp artist over 25 years. I can not put into words what
a wonderful feeling it gives me to help people who
don’t feel 100% comfortable about how they are applying their make-up. Or, even better is to give those
who have no eyebrows the illusion that they have
gorgeous eyebrows. Then there is the beauty of doing
Permanent Lip Color on those whose lips have faded
signiﬁcantly or who have extremely light eyelashes or

Revitalize your skin with Neocutis.
It’s what we’ve all been waiting for! I have found the “new generation” of growth factors. This new
product was developed at the University Hospital of Lausanne in Switzerland. Research was done
to discover why infants still in the womb, when operated on for various reasons, are born with no
scarring. The answer is Processed Skin Cell Protiens, or PSP.
PSP is a natural skin care ingredient obtained directly from cultured skin cells. PSP mimics naturally
what your body does for renewal and restoration. PSP energizes, nourishes and restores aging and
sun-damaged skin cells by increasing the mitochondrial (mitochondria is the power house of the skin
cell), activity of the cell and “tricks” older cells into behaving more like youthful cells.
They are highly effective, plus you get about 3 times as much product for about the same amount of
money you were spending on TNS Recovery Complex! Most of my clients are aware that I’ve carried
TNS for years and for the time it was the best product containing PSP – yet definitely pricey! I can
hardly remember a time when the new and better version of anything was less money!
As high protein diets continue to be one of the best weight loss solutions, high protein skin care is
the latest essential in anti-aging of the skin. Neocutis Bio-Restorative Cream, BioGel and Lumiere Eye
Cream contain the latest anti-aging breakthrough PSP. Neocutis products provide the most complete
and balanced combination of growth factors and cytokines currently available.

sometimes none at all the illusion that they do!
Permanent Make-Up is a passion for me. I can
hardly believe I have had mine almost 17 years now!
I love the time it saves me! Please feel free to make a
complimentary consultation and enjoy 10% off your
eyeliner for mentioning this email! If you have been
thinking about this for sometime now, I encourage
you to move forward! I have yet to hear one of my
clients say that they wish they had not waited so long!

Neocutis 60-day study of skin surface typography
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Daily application will:
• Improve skin tone and texture
• Reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles
• Diminish the signs of sun damage and age spots
• Improve appearance and firmness
• Promote recovery and skin restoration after procedures

My all-time favorite product!
Peptides are the new in-demand ingredient in skin care
products. Scientists have long recognized them as the
building blocks of life. They are made up of a string of
amino acids held together by tough bonds of nitrogen
and carbon. Peptides penetrate the epidermis because
of their molecular size. Acting as “messengers”, topical peptides can send out signals to tell the receptor
on the skin cells how they are to perform. The most
effective peptide product I have found is Skin Therapy
Peptide Mobilizer. It contains Matrixyl, just one of the
5 leading peptides found in this product. Matrixyl

is considered a must-use in anti-aging regimen products because of the proven capabilities in developing the dermis. Matrixyl can noticeably increase the
skins thickness and improve its appearance. It is said
to develop dermal components as no other topical
ingredient has done before. I predict that you will be
seeing the word “Peptides” in more and more over the
counter products. You may think, “Why can’t I use
an over the counter multiple use product that is less
expensive?” The truth is less expensive means lower
amounts of the important ingredients.

Peptides are expensive ingredients to formulate, and
the costs are passed on to the consumer. But they must
be percentage speciﬁc in their formulation or they do
not perform. Lower percentages in other products are
simply “label dressing.” Even when placed in ineffective percentages, legally they are able to be mentioned.
StriVectin is an example of a less effective product that
contains a lower percentage of Peptides. It was actually
formulated by the same chemist as The Peptide Mobilizer. I have seen more of a difference in my client’s
skin who are using Peptide Mobilizer than any other
product before. I encourage you to get yours today!

• Skin Rejuvenation

• Pigment Lesion Removal

• Vein Reduction

• Permanent Hair Removal

Advanced laser Services
at Cosmeticare
Cosmeticare is pleased to welcome Teresa Cadwallader, RN, to our staﬀ.
Teresa is a Registered Nurse (RN) and laserologist. She is focused on both your
safety and satisfaction at all times. As a Registered Nurse with a Bachelor of
Science Degree, she’s had extensive training and brings a high level of
expertise in performing the following laser treatments:

Skin Rejuvenation and Pigment Lesion Removal
Our Skin Rejuvenation treatment, using an FDA-approved non-ablative laser, reduces
wrinkles, increases collagen, minimizes scars, pore size, redness & sun damaged skin for a
more vibrant youthful appearance for men & women. Unlike many other treatment methods,
Laser Rejuvenation is a comfortable, non-ablative form of skin therapy. This means you
will be able to see subtle yet consistent results after each treatment, without the unwanted side eﬀects such as bruising or excessive skin irritation. Your therapy is performed in a
relaxed, comfortable environment without the use of general or local anesthesia.
Laser Hair Removal
Many men and women feel uncomfortable with facial hair or hair on other areas of the
body. Imagine a laser so fast, aﬀordable and eﬀective that it eliminates shaving, plucking,
waxing, electrolysis and even razor bumps! Treatments safely remove unwanted body hair
without damaging delicate skin. CosmetiCare oﬀers the most advanced technology and
medical staﬀ to provide the best results.
Vein Reduction
Our laser allows us to treat a full range of vascular lesions from ﬁne telangiectasia and
diﬀusing redness, spider veins to the large deep reticular leg veins.

Holiday
Specials!

Learn more about our services:

skintherapist.com

10% off
any permanent makeup
application

❄❄❄❄❄
With the purchase of
2 skin care products,
choose from:
one of our six skin cleansers
suited for your skin type
or
choose a facial algae scrub;
gentle enough for daily
exfoliation.
( a $40 value )
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